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The tables in Sammy's and in the Lounge of the Student Center are becoming overly crowded, especially during the lunch rush hour. To remedy this situation, George Clark, Chairman of the Student Center committee, suggested that all card playing be done in the basement where adequate number of tables and chairs are to be found.

The CRLS were granted exclusive access to the Social Calendar for 1960-61 extending till September 12, 1960. Since the sale of calendars is their chief form of income, this action was taken to protect their venture from local merchants or printers who might possibly acquire access to the social calendar and distribute a similar calendar to students free of charge.

The food petitions, proposed several months ago by Mike Lockerd, President of Will Rice College, are now in the process of being compiled and should be ready for distribution before too long.

An amendment was proposed by the Parliamentarian, Glenn Jarvis, requiring candidates for editor of the Thresher and the Campanile to have had at least one year of experience on their respective publications. The senate voted in favor of this proposal.

Nona Dale Snyder has been appointed chairman of the Rice Charity Drive.